FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Salt Lake City, Utah
January 8, 2021
Siegfried & Jensen proudly present the 1st Annual Utah Golf & Travel Magazine, a
continuation of the Utah Golf & Travel Expo, Utah’s only consumer golf & travel expo.
The magazine will have 7 digital magazine publications February 2021 - October 2021.
The people of Utah will have a great opportunity to stay connected with the golf community
during a time of uncertainty with the current pandemic situation and social gathering restrictions.
The Siegfried & Jensen Utah Golf & Travel Magazine welcomes not only seasoned golf
attendees from across Utah, but also local and national golf exhibitors.
Exhibitors include golf retailers, golf courses and clubs, golf associations and more. Utah Golf &
Travel Magazine exhibitors will be offering unbeatable prices on golf, golf equipment and
apparel, discounted green fees and vacation getaways. If you’re looking for new courses to play,
whether out of state or close to home, the magazine will showcase plenty of new experiences to
pursue.
The Golf & Travel Magazine will be a free digital publication to help all stay connected. Golfers
will have the chance to hear from local and national courses and brands to stay on top of their
golf game.
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Subscription to the monthly digital magazine is FREE. Sign up to receive your monthly
publication at UtahGolfExpo.com
Utah Golf & Travel Magazine Presented by Siegfried & Jensen
February 2021 - October 2021
www.utahgolfexpo.com
Exhibitors & Sponsors can make an immediate space reservation by calling Seasons Marketing,
Jason Baum 801-377-2353
Seasons Marketing owns and operates the Utah Golf & Travel Expo as well as numerous other
events in Utah. Seasons Marketing is one of Utah’s leading expo producers owning some of the
largest and longest running shows in the state.
Seasons Marketing
Jason Baum jason@utahgolfexpo.com
Phone: 801-377-2353
Fax: 801-820-3045

